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With ResMed Air Solutions, you’ll find  
that getting a good night’s sleep has never 
been easier. Our new series of masks, 
devices and technologies work seamlessly 
together so you can get the comfort and 
support you need at every stage of your 
sleep therapy journey.



Out-of-the-box comfort
The AirSense™ 10 and AirCurve™ 10 
devices have been designed to make 
therapy easy. With no complicated 
settings or menus to navigate, simply 
press Start and you’re ready to go. Each 
device comes with the HumidAir™ heated 
humidifier built in so you can  
enjoy the benefits of humidification in 
one easy-to-use system. And when used 
with the optional ClimateLineAir™ heated 
tube, your device has been designed 
to automatically deliver the optimal 
temperature and humidity for the  
ultimate comfort experience. 

Coupled with the new ResMed 
AirFit™ mask series, you’ll be sure to find 
the right fit for you.

Choose from the AirFit P10 nasal pillows 
mask, the AirFit N10 nasal mask or the 
AirFit F10 full face mask for a lightweight, 
comfortable solution designed to make 
therapy easy— no matter which one  
you choose.

A comfortable start
The new AutoRamp™ feature with sleep 
onset detection* helps make therapy 
comfortable from the moment you turn 
on your device. AutoRamp works by 
delivering a low pressure to help you fall 
asleep with ease. Once it detects you’re 
asleep, it comfortably increases the 
pressure to ensure your prescribed level  
is delivered the moment you need it.

*Only available in AirSense 10 devices



A restful night
Every device has an ambient light sensor 
that adjusts the brightness of the screen 
based on the amount of light in the room. 
So if you get up during the night and need 
to pause your therapy, the screen will stay 
dim so it doesn’t disrupt your partner. 
The screen’s back light also turns off 
automatically to help you fall back to sleep 
without disturbance. And with ResMed’s 
Easy-Breathe motor built into each device, 
you and your partner can enjoy whisper-
quiet sleep, every night.  

Find out more at 

ResMed.com/AirSolutions



Personalized support
Like your own sleep coach, our new online 
program, myAir,™ provides support during 
every stage of your treatment journey. By 
giving you access to your therapy data, it 
lets you continually track your progress 
and see how well you’re doing. Emails or 
text messages can also provide helpful 
education and encouragement to support 
you along the way. As you mark your 
successes and celebrate your milestones 
with awards and badges, you’ll stay 
motivated to keep going. 
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